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Once again, we thank the reviewers for the enriching reviews which have im-
proved the quality of this article. Here are our answers to the last comments and
remarks.

Answer to final remarks

Although I now think I understand what was done, and agree that it seems to be
consistent, it still seems strange to me to dump the resolved velocity at the grid scale.
The resolved velocity already resolves most of the TKE that the model is trying to
replicate. Based on Fig. 1 of the reply, I have a hard time believing that the so-called
’velocity increment’ approach was implemented correctly (V looks ok, something is
clearly wrong with U and W because if filtered it would not follow the trend of the
Meso-NH velocity). Regardless, the authors are free to use any approach they like,
and it will be up to the community to decide which methodologies are ultimately
adopted.

The description of the methodology in the paper is, in the opinion of this revie-
wer, difficult to follow and cumbersome. Just to figure out how to implement Eq. 1
(above) requires sorting through several hundred of lines of text. I would think that
a much clearer and condensed description is possible.

The remarks have been carefully read, and we agree that the implementation
of the Stochastic Lagrangian Model is not straightforward. The implementation
requires to read several sections, but we think that all the given explanation are
necessary.

Concerning the ’velocity increment’ approach, the implementation is exactly the
same for U, V and W. The code was checked when the results were obtained, and
no error was found.

Answer to Minor Comments from Previous Review

I have searched the references to the work of Pope, and have found no mention of
a requirement that the model should follow k5/3 scaling, rather that it should follow
the second similarity hypothesis of Kolmogorov which implies < du2 >= C0εdt. My
understanding is that k5/3 is a consequence of both the first and second similarity
hypotheses together. However, through our previous discussion we agreed that the
model satisfies only the second similarity hypothesis. Can the authors please provide
a more specific reference to the work of Pope to help me understand why we should
expect the model to follow k5/3 scaling ? If not, it seems that Sect. 6.1.3 requires
some revision.

In [4], Pope presents the energy cascade and the Kolmogorov hypotheses in the
chapter 6. The energy spectrum and the −5/3 law are described section 6.1.3. Note
that, whatever they are called, the assumption needed to get the -5/3 spectrum is
the following

E(l) = C0(εl)
2/3 (1)

with l the characteristic size of the eddy of kinetic energy E(l). The rate of transfer
from different size ε is assumed to not depend on the size (see [2, 1]). By taking the



Fourier transform of 1 and with the substitution α = kl, we get the -5/3 spectrum :

E(k) =

∫ +∞

0

E(l)e−ilkdl

=

∫ +∞

0

C0(εl)
2/3e−ilkdl

= C0ε
2/3

∫ +∞

0

(α
k

)2/3
e−iα

dα

k
= C ′0ε

2/3k−5/3

(2)

This equivalence between equation 1 and the -5/3 spectrum is stated in [1] (equation
2.10 and 2.11) and in [3] (equation 9 and 13 are said ”exactly equivalent” in the
paragraph after equation 13).
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Abstract.
In this study we explore a new way to model sub-grid tur-

bulence using particle systems. The ability of particle sys-
tems to model small scale

:::::::::
small-scale turbulence is evaluated

using high resolution
:::::::::::::
high-resolution numerical simulations.5

These high-resolution simulations have been performed with
the research atmospheric model Meso-NH and averaged at
larger scale from which a complete downscaling experience,
via a particle system, have been performed. The particle
simulations are compared to the high-resolution simulation10

for the representation of the wind fluctuations and the

:::
data

::::
are

::::::::
averaged

::
to

::::::::
produce

::
a

::::::::::
coarse-grid

:::::::
velocity

::::
field

:::::
which

::
is

::::
then

::::
used

::
to

::::
drive

::
a

:::::::
complete

::::::::::::::::::
particle-system-based

:::::::::::
downscaling.

:::::
Wind

::::::::::
fluctuations

::::
and

:
turbulent kinetic en-

ergy
::
are

:::::::::
compared

::::::::
between

:::
the

:::::::
particle

::::::::::
simulations

::::
and15

::
the

:::::::::::::
high-resolution

:::::::::
simulation. Despite the simplicity of the

physical model used to drive the particles, the results show
that particle system is able to represent the average field. It
is shown that this system is able to reproduce much finer tur-
bulent structures than the numerical high-resolution simula-20

tions. In addition, this study provides an estimate of the ef-
fective spatial and temporal resolution of the numerical mod-
els. This highlights the need for higher resolution simulations
to be able to evaluate the very fine

::
in

:::::
order

::
to

:::::::
evaluate

:::
the

:::::::
very-fine

:
turbulent structures predicted by the particle sys-25

tems. Eventually
::::::
Finally, a study of the influence of the forc-

ing scale on the particle system is presented.

1 Introduction

Following the increase in computing power, the resolutions
of meteorological models have increased steadily over the30

past years. The refinement of the temporal and spatial reso-
lution of atmospheric model

::::::
models requires a finer and finer

representation of physical phenomena. The current weather
forecast models have a kilometric resolution

:::::::::
resolutions

::
of

::::::::::::
approximately

:::
one

::::::::
kilometer. However, the small processes,35

which have local effects, are still sub-grid processes in such
models. Thus,

:
they are subject to physical parametrization.

The downscaling issue
::::
issue

:::
of

:::::::::::
downscaling

:
concerns

many meteorological research fields, from snow pack model-
ing to cloud cover

:::::::::
cloud-cover

:
modeling. A particularly del-40

icate matter is to model the
:::
the

::::::::
modeling

::
of

:::
the

:
turbulence

in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL). In the ABL,
there is a transfer of energy from kilometric scales to metric
scales

::
of

:::
the

:::::
order

::
of

::
a

::::::::
kilometer

:::::
down

::
to

:::::::::
sub-meter

:::::
scales.

This transfer is called the energy cascade. Thus,
:

whatever45

the model resolution, some turbulent processes are sub-grid
processes. For numerical weather forecast models, the pro-
cesses associated to kilometric

:::::::::::
sub-kilometer scales are not

resolved yet. For instance, a recent study shows that these
processes are not resolved at the scale of AROME Airport50

which has a horizontal resolution of 500 meters (Hagelin
et al., 2014). As the local

::::
Since

:
turbulence is a pilot of the

local atmosphere evolution , for high resolution modeling
a key point is to use a good turbulence parametrization

::
key

:::::
driver

::
of

:::
the

::::::::
evolution

::
of

:::::::::
local-scale

::::::::::
atmosphere,

::
it

:
is
::::::
critical55

:::
that

:::::::::
turbulence

:::::::::
processes

::::
are

:::::::::::
parametrized

:::::
well. For in-

stance, recent studies have shown the influence of the turbu-
lence parametrization on the cloud modeling in tropical re-
gions (Machado and Chaboureau, 2014). Several field exper-
iments have helped to understand the influence of small scale60

:::::::::
small-scale turbulence on local weather conditions – the ero-
sion of the nocturnal valley inversion for instance (Rotach
et al., 2004; Drobinski et al., 2007; Rotach et al., 2008).

Because of their variability and their sensitivity to local
conditions, these turbulent phenomena are especially diffi-65

cult to model. Instead of a larger decrease of the
:::::::
reduction

::
in grid size, we suggest here another way to model sub-
grid turbulence. In this paper, we present a stochastic down-
scaling approach. Our method is based on particle systems
that are driven by a local turbulence model. Those particles70

are embedded in grid cells (illustration 1). From the math-
ematical point of view, the particles sample the probability
density function (pdf) of the sub-grid wind. The descrip-
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Reference simulation

x = 40 m

x
forcing

reference

= 160 m

x
particle

1 m

Coarse Meso-NH grid

Figure 1. The downscaling experience
::::::
scheme. Coarse fields are

used to force a sub-grid particle system. The sub-grid fields are
compared to a reference Meso-NH simulation.

tion of sub-grid processes based on their pdf has been in-
troduced by Sommeria and Deardorff since 1977 (Somme-75

ria and Deardorff, 1977). The Gaussian approximation they
made to describe the liquid water content has then been ex-
tended to other variables. Nowadays, this kind of approxi-
mation is still widely used for downscaling (Larson et al.,
2002; Perraud et al., 2011; Larson et al., 2012; Jam et al.,80

2013; Bogenschutz and Krueger, 2013). The method we sug-
gest differs from these previous works :

::
in

::::
that the Gaus-

sian assumption on
:
of

:
the pdf shape is only locally made.

This locally Gaussian
:::::::::::::
locally-Gaussian

:
assumption is linked

to the use of a local average operator presented in section85

3.5. As explained in this section, in this study the locally
Gaussian

:::
The

::::::::::::::
locally-Gaussian

:
assumption is not equivalent

to have
:::::
having

:
a Gaussian pdf in each cell. It leads that

::::::
Rather, in a given grid cell, particles are samples of different
Gaussian pdf. Thereforethey give access to

:::::::
sampled

::::
from90

:::::::
different

::::::::
Gaussian

::::
pdfs.

:::::::::
Therefore,

::::
they

:::::
yield a discrete pdf

which is not necessarily Gaussian. The pdf time evolution is
thus given by the particle evolution. The suggested particle
approach enables to model

::::
This

::::::::
proposed

::::::
particle

::::::::
approach

::::::::
facilitates

:::
the

::::::::
modeling

::
of

:
physical phenomena with nonlin-95

ear temporal evolutions. However, depending on the parti-
cle model, particle methods may have drawbacks such as in-
terpolation issuesfor instance

:
,
:::
for

:::::::
instance

:::
as

::::::::
discussed

::
in

Brackbill et al. (1988). In the present work, the only delicate
point is to ensure that the particle density is high enough in100

each grid cell.
In order to keep the average particles behavior consistent

with the grid-point model, some grid-point fields are used
as an external forcing on the particle system. The grid-point

fields provide the values of the control parameters of the par-105

ticle evolution model. This forcing is constant during the
grid-point model time step and is applied every time new
values are available. However, the particle evolution is per-
formed at a shorter time step. Thus, the suggested downscal-
ing method enables to refine

:::
the

:::::::::
refinement

::
of both time and110

space scales.
In this work, the French research model Meso-NH is

used to obtain high resolution
::::::::::::
high-resolution

:
grid-point

fields. The chosen simulations have been performed for the
BLLAST experiment (Lothon et al., 2014). Therefore,

:
we115

have used simulations and observations of real turbulent
ABL to develop a stochastic downscaling method suitable
for

:
a limited area model.

First,
:
the framework is presented. The BLLAST field ex-

periment and the experience of particle system and grid-point120

model coupling
::::::
scheme

:
are introduced. A description of the

models follows in the section 3. Then
:
, section 4.2 details the

forcing procedure. A brief presentation of the turbulent ki-
netic energy computation is given in section 5. The results
obtained using the suggested downscaling method are then125

presented. We finally discuss their sensitivity to the resolu-
tion of the forcing fields in section 7.

2 The BLLAST experiment

The BLLAST (Boundary Layer Late Afternoon and Sunset
Turbulence) field campaign was conducted from 14 June to 8130

July 2011 in southern France, in an area of complex and het-
erogeneous terrain. The BLLAST experiment resulted from
a collaboration of several European laboratories spearheaded
by the Laboratoire d’Aérologie. The experiment aim is to
study the turbulence in the boundary layer during the late135

afternoon transition (Lothon et al., 2014).
To perform this study, all turbulence sources were inves-

tigated. A wide range of integrated instrument platforms in-
cluding full-size aircraft, remotely piloted aircraft systems
(RPAS), remote sensing instruments, radiosoundings, teth-140

ered balloons, surface flux stations, and various meteorologi-
cal towers were deployed over different surface types (Pardy-
jak et al., 2011). In addition to the numerous observations,
high resolution

::::::::::::
high-resolution

:
simulations of the boundary

layer have been done using Large Eddy
::::::::::
Large-Eddy Simu-145

lation (LES) models. Then the model ability
:::
The

::::::
ability

::
of

:::::::
different

:::::::::
meso-scale

:::::::
models to simulate turbulence has

:::
also

been evaluated (Jimenez et al., 2014).
The BLLAST experiment addresses a wide range of sci-

entific issues such as the turbulence decrease (Darbieu et al.,150

2015), the wind direction variability, or the turbulent kinetic
energy budget (Nilsson et al., 2016). The diversity of the
available observations and simulations, and the dynamism of
the BLLAST community lead us to choose this experiment
to develop the presented downscaling method.155
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3 Models

Now that the BLLAST experiment has been presented, let
us

::
In

::::
this

::::::
section,

:::
we

:
introduce the two models used in this

work. Firstthe grid point
:
,
:::
the

::::::::
grid-point

:
model is presented,

and the coupling experience
::::::
scheme

:
is described. Then,

:
the160

focus is put on the particle system and its evolution model.

3.1 Grid-point model Meso-NH

To perform the grid-point simulation of the ABL, we have
used the research model Meso-NH. It is a non-hydrostatic
mesoscale atmospheric model jointly developed by the Lab-165

oratoire d’Aérologie and by CNRM-GAME (Lafore et al.,
1998). It incorporates a non-hydrostatic system of equa-
tions, and deals

:::::::
simulates

::::
the

:::::::::
dynamics

::
of
:::::::::::

atmospheric

::::::
motion

::::
over

::::::
scales

::::::
ranging

:
from large (synoptic) to small

(large eddy)scales
:::::::::
large-eddy). Meso-NH has a complete set170

of physical parametrizations for sub-grid modeling. The
Meso-NH model is thus a reference tool to model

::
for

::::::::
modeling turbulence. It has already been used to evaluate
the quality of the turbulence representation in models at
kilometric scale (Honnert et al., 2011). Futhermore

:::::::
kilometer175

:::::
scales

::::::::::::::::::
(Honnert et al., 2011).

:::::::::::
Furthermore, Meso-NH can be

used in a LES mode (Couvreux et al., 2005). Thenits high
effective resolution enables to model ,

:::
its

::::::::::::
high-effective

::::::::
resolution

::::::
enables

:::::::::
modeling

::
of the main turbulent processes.

The equation system resolved by
::::::
solved

:::::
using the Meso-180

NH model is an approximated form of the Durran (1989) ver-
sion of the anelastic system. Meso-NH is an Eulerian model
which uses a fourth-order centered advection scheme for the
momentum components and a finite-volume method for ad-
vection of meteorological variables (e.g. temperature, water185

species, turbulent kinetic energy) and passive scalars (Colella
and Woodward, 1984). In order to suppress the very short
wavelength modes, the model uses a fourth-order diffusion
scheme applied only to the fluctuations of the wind variables.

For our simulations, the 3D turbulence scheme is a one190

and a half order closure scheme (Cuxart et al., 2000). Thus,
the sub-grid TKE is a prognostic variable whereas the mix-
ing length is a diagnostic variable. The mixing length and
the dissipative length are computed separately according to
Redelsperger et al. (2001). The mixing length is given by195

the mesh size depending on the model dimensionality. This
length is limited to the ground distance and also by the Som-
meria and Deardorff (1977) mixing length, which is pertinent
in the stable cases. The eddy dissipation rate is computed
from the subgrid

::::::
sub-grid

:
turbulent kinetic energy using a200

closure scheme based on the mixing length.

3.2 Model coupling

To introduce the presentation of the Meso-NH simula-
tion which has been used, the framework of the coupling
experience is now

::::::
scheme

::
is described.205

Our experience
::::::
scheme

:
is a first step in coupling particle

systems and grid-point models. Here, we work on the down-
scaling from the grid-point model to the particle system in
one way, so the information flow goes only from the grid-
point model to the particles. We have used simulations of

::
the210

convective boundary layer to force a particle system which
models sub-grid turbulent phenomena.

The particle systems are forced with a large scale

:::::::::
large-scale grid-point meteorological fields. The large scale
used in our work is later described in details. The forced par-215

ticles are used to model the sub-grid fields for the large scale

:::::::::
large-scale model. To validate the downscaling

:
, a higher res-

olution model is used. In theory, the turbulent fields rep-
resented by the particles should be compared to the same
fields simulated by a high resolution

:::::::::::::
high-resolution grid-220

point simulation. For computational reasons we do not have
access to different high resolution

:::::::::::::
high-resolution simula-

tions. Thusthe large scale
:
,
:::
the

:::::::::
large-scale

:
simulations have

been built from the available simulations.
The process consists of three steps as outlined in figure225

2. First, we have performed high resolution
::::::::::::
high-resolution

simulations with the model Meso-NH
:::::
model. These simula-

tions are the finest available simulations. So
:::::
Hence,

:
they are

considered as a reference and represent the real atmosphere.
The high-resolution simulations are not directly used to force230

the particles. Thus, they can be used to independently assess
the turbulence modeled by the particle system.

Now that we have a reference simulation, a coarser sim-
ulation is built in order to force the particle system. To this
end, we have chosen to average the grid-point fields on few235

::
of

::::::
several cells. To be consistent, we have also applied a tem-

poral average. The obtained
:::::::
resulting coarse Meso-NH fields

have thus lower spatial and temporal resolutions than the ref-
erence simulation while being consistent with it. However,
due to the average, the coarse fields include not only the com-240

ponents resolved on the grid, but also the average of the sub-
grid components. This limitation will be discussed in section
8.

In each cell of the coarse grid and during each coarse time
step, the particle average behavior is forced. If the forcing245

method works, the average of the particles should be in good
agreement with the coarse fields.

To assess the method, we have worked on wind fields and
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) fields. As explained in section
4.2, the TKE and the horizontal wind are not directly forced250

by the coarse model. The models and the data we used are
presented in the two following sections.

3.3 The particle system

In order to model the sub-grid processes, an applied mathe-
matical technique is used : the probability density functions255

are described using a particle system. In this study, the par-
ticles sample the wind probability density function. The par-
ticle technique is widespread in research fields such as me-
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Fine Meso-NH

1

Coarse Meso-NH

2

Particle system

3 3

Comparison

Figure 2. Our study framework. We use a fine
:::::::::::
high-resolution

:
model, which is degraded

::::::
averaged

:
to get

:::::
obtain a coarse one

::::
field. Particles

are forced with coarse fields . Then we compare
:::
and

:::
then

:
fine fields

::
are

::::::::
compared to particle fields.

chanical system modeling (automotive, aeronautics), but it
is not yet currently used for atmospheric modeling. How-260

ever, Lagrangian particle models for dispersion have been
discussed for quite a long time. Guidelines to evaluate

::
for

::::::::
evaluating

:
the relevance of a stochastic model have been

given by Thomson (1987), and different particle pair models
for dispersion and concentration fluctuations are described in265

Thomson (1990) and Durbin (1980). These models have then
been improved and generalized to particle system models for
dispersion and air pollution modeling (Uliasz, 1994; Stohl
and Thomson, 1999).

Here, a particle is a realization of the surrounding atmo-270

sphere. Depending on the complexity of the evolution model,
the particles carry physical properties, such as fluid veloc-
ity, temperature or humidity rate. In our study, the evolu-
tion model is simple, and each particle is a position/velocity
couple. Using the particle approximation of the probability275

density function and the physical properties of the particles,
the statistics of the turbulence are computed. In particular,
the wind variance can be computed. Thus

:
,
:
using the particle

wind, the TKE is directly available.
The suggested stochastic downscaling method completes280

the long list of downscaling techniques developed to im-
prove geophysical model resolutions. Among them, we find
the adaptive mesh refinement for oceanic and atmospheric
models (Blayo and Debreu, 1999; Debreu et al., 2005; An-
drews, 2012). Our downscaling method offers an other point285

of view. Instead of refining the grid, the sub-grid atmosphere
is modeled using a particle system which lives inside the grid
cells.

Previous studies have already explored stochastic down-
scaling methods for the meteorological model MM5 (see290

Rousseau et al. (2007), Bernardin et al. (2009), and
Bernardin et al. (2010)). As

::::
Like these studies, our work aims

at modeling the wind at very small scales on a limited area.
The same particle evolution model is used. In these stud-

ies, the downscaling is performed by imposing the bound-295

ary conditions. The conditions are given by a large scale

:::::::::
large-scale Eulerian model. It ensures the consistency of the
particle system with the large scale

:::::::::
large-scale model. More-

over, it enables to keep
:::::
keeps particles inside the simulation

domain. Indeed, the forcing induces a reflection of the parti-300

cles against boundary.
Different choices have been made to develop the presented

downscaling method. We have chosen to force the particles
cell by cell using the grid-point fields, but there is no im-
posed condition to the edge of the domain. The particles live305

freely in the domain and may go from one cell to another.
When some particles go out the domain, they are deleted and
replaced by new particles inside the domain. For each new
particle, the particle position is randomly chosen. Then,

:
the

new particle velocity is computed using the velocities of the310

particles which are in the same cell. Thus,
:
the particle system

contains information relative to different scales, including lo-
cal components of the fields associated to sub-grid scale and
large or mean components coming from the forcing, associ-
ated to the grid scale.315

To compare the fields represented by the particles to the
grid-point fields modeled with Meso-NH, an average on
the particle values is made

::::::
average

:::::::
particle

::::::::
velocities

:::
are

::::::::
computed cell by cell. For instance, the wind Vα represented
by the particles in the cell α is given by the following expec-
tation :

Vα =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Viα

where N is the number of particles in the cell α, and Viα
is the velocity of the particle i. If the sub-grid processes are
rightly modeled by the particle system, the fields represented
by the particles should be similar to the fine Meso-NH fields.
The results of the downscaling are presented section 6. They320

are obtained with 75 particles in each fine grid
::::::
fine-grid

:
cell.
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Thus
:
, the whole system contains 19200 particles. This num-

ber may be compared to the 800 particles per grid cell used
by Bernardin et al. (2009) for the same kind of application.

3.4 The Stochastic Lagrangian Model325

For the particles to be realizations of the surrounding atmo-
sphere, the particle evolution is driven by a local turbulence
model. It is a Stochastic Lagrangian Model (SLM) inspired
from Pope (2000) and introduced for atmospheric turbulence
estimation purpose by Baehr (2009, 2010). The model is con-330

sistent with Kolmogorov’s similarity hypothesis for turbu-
lence (Kolmogorov, 1941). It describes the evolution of the
position, X , and the 3D velocity of each particle. The posi-
tion evolution is done by integrating the velocity. The veloc-
ity is split in one term for the horizontal velocity, V , and an335

other for the vertical velocity, W . Their evolutions depend
on the local properties of the atmosphere and also on the at-
mospheric large scale

::::::::
large-scale

:
characteristics.

In the evolution equations, the large scale
::::::::
large-scale

:
in-

fluence is given by the pressure gradient ∇xp for the hori-340

zontal velocity, and by the mean vertical velocity increment
∆kW for the vertical velocity

::
at

:::
the

::::
time

::::
index

::
k. The veloc-

ity evolution depends on the local properties through a term
of wind fluctuation around the locally averaged wind,< V >
and<W >. The local average operator< . > is described in345

the next section. Then, for the vertical velocity, the buoyancy
effect is taken into account. The last term of the equations is
a dispersion term. It is represented by a Wiener process ∆B•

normalized by the time step δt. Finally, the SLM equations
are given by :350 

Xk+1 = Xk +Vk δt+σX∆BXk+1

Vk+1 = Vk −∇xp δt − C1
εk
Kk

[Vk−< V >] δt

+
√
C0.εk ∆BVk+1

Wk+1 = Wk + ∆kW − C1
εk
Kk

[Wk−<W >] δt

+ g
βΓθk δt+

√
C0.εk ∆BWk+1

where g is the standard gravity, εk is the EDR
::::
eddy

:::::::::
dissipation

::::
rate

:::::::
(EDR)

:
and Kk the TKE. C0 is the

constant of Kolmogorov
:::::::::::
Kolmogorov

:::::::
constant. The con-

stant C1 is given by C1 = 1
2 + 3

4C0 as Pope suggested it
(Pope, 1994)

::::::::
suggested

:::
by

::::::::::
Pope (1994).355

The buoyancy effect term g
βΓθk is not directly modeled

here. It is replaced by a random variable. We have chosen to
use a centered Gaussian variable. This choice has been done
for a

:::::
made

:::
for

:::
the sake of simplicity. However,

:
an equation

for the temperature evolution may be added to improve the360

buoyancy effect modeling. One can notice
::::::::::::
buoyancy-effect

::::::::
modeling.

:::::
Note

:
the noise term at the end of the position

evolution equation. The added term in the particle location

:
,
:::::
which

:
has been included to take into account the velocity

integration errors considering the Euler scheme used for the365

velocity equation (see Bally and Talay (1996)).
The stochastic Lagrangian model has two control param-

eters for the velocity equation. The EDR, ε, and pressure

gradient, ∇xp, are the control parameters for the horizon-
tal velocity. For the vertical velocity, they are the EDR ε and370

the velocity increment ∆kW . In our downscaling method,
they are given by the Meso-NH coarse simulation : it is how
the coarse model forces the particle system. The two con-
trol parameters are related to the different scales modeled in
the Meso-NH simulation. The pressure gradient and the ver-375

tical velocity increment are related to large scales, whereas
the EDR is related to small scales. Thus,

:
each parameter is

associated to an extremity of the energy cascade described
by Kolmogorov. The pressure gradient has be chosen to be
consistent with the model described by Pope (2000), but the380

mean horizontal velocity can be used instead in case of diffi-
culty in computing the pressure gradient. We also underline
that the EDR used to force the system is a diagnostic vari-
able of Meso-NH. Therefore, it is computed using a closure
scheme. This choice is discussed in section 8. Contrary to385

the EDR, the TKE, noted K in the equations, does not come
from the Meso-NH simulation. Instead we use the TKE com-
puted using the particle system and the local average operator
described in the next section.

3.5 Ensemble averaging390

As we have seen, the SLM equations contain some locally
averaged terms, denoted by < ·>. In our framework, the
fields are represented by the particle system. Thus

:
, only dis-

crete representations on irregularly spaced points of the fields
are available. It leads to a tricky implementation of the aver-395

age. A regularization function Gδ is introduced. To compute
the average at a point x, this function gives a weight to the
particles depending on their distance to x. Then

:
, the local

average is the weighted average of the particle values. The
regularization function Gδ is a Gaussian which is centered400

at the computation point x. The variance of the function is
noted δ2. The standard deviation δ is a length which depends
on the homogeneity of the medium. Therefore, if the medium
is homogeneous, the average can be computed using all the
particles. In this simple case, the length δ can be long. On405

the contrary, if the medium presents strong spatial variations,
only very close points have to be taken in account to get a
representative average. Then,

:
the length δ has to be short.

To validate the downscaling method, the particle fields are
compared to the fine Meso-NH simulation. In a grid-point410

model, the characteristic length of the modeled processes is
twice larger than the grid size according to the Nyquist’s fre-
quency (Nyquist, 1924, 1928). Thus,

:
the grid size may be

seen as the characteristic length, and we set the length δ at
the finest Meso-NH grid size. As the horizontal grid and the415

vertical grid have different sizes, the horizontal characteris-
tic length is set at δh = 40m and the vertical one is set at
δv = 12m.

The average operator< ·> is used to compute any needed
structure functions. In particular the velocity variance may420

be computed using the local average and the particle system.
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Figure 3. The domain of simulation : 8x8x4 fine cells which are
grouped in 2x2x2 coarse cells.

The TKE is thus available at each time step. The ensemble
averaging computation is independent of the forcing model
grid. The particle system is viewed as a whole, and the lo-
cal average may be computed using particles which are in425

different cells.
To compare the particle TKE to the TKE simulated by

Meso-NH, the particle values are averaged cell by cell as ex-
plained in section 3.3.

4 The forcing430

4.1 Meso-NH simulation

As Meso-NH is a research model, its grid size and its time
step may differ from one simulation to an other. For the sim-
ulation used here, the horizontal grid size is ∆x = 40m, and
the vertical one is ∆z = 12m. This simulation uses the set435

up of Darbieu et al. (2015), and uses a 256x256x256 points
domain with cyclic conditions.The simulation starts at 06h00
and lasts 15 hours. Because of the high computational time
of the simulations, we present here only 15 minutes of sim-
ulation with a δt = 5s time step. Moreover, to avoid the ex-440

plosion of the computational time of the forcing procedure,
we have only kept a 8x8x4 grid points. The first vertical level
altitude is around 360 meters. The data are chosen in the mid-
dle of the ABL for two reasons. First, at these heights, issues
linked to the vicinity of the ground are avoided. In addition,445

in convective conditions, the turbulence is well established
in the middle of the ABL. In the following sections, this con-
figuration of Meso-NH is called the fine reference configura-
tion. It will be used to evaluate the fields reconstructed with
the particle system.450

To force the particles, averaged fields are used. They are
deduced from the reference fields. The averaged fields, called
coarse fields, are obtained by averaging several grid points,
on 12 time steps (∆t=1min). Each average is made on a
4x4x2 grid-points domain (figure 3). So, the coarse grid size455

is 160mx160mx24m.
We have selected data from 13h55 to 14h10 during the

convective period, the 06/20/2011. Among all the available
variables in Meso-NH, we have extracted the atmospheric
pressure, the 3 components of the wind, the TKE and the460

eddy dissipation rate (EDR), for the reference configuration.
The pressure gradient is computed using the pressure field.
The previously described average has been applied to these
reference fields to obtain the coarse fields. We underline that
only the coarse fields are used to force the particle system.465

The reference fields are simply used to evaluate the fields
obtained from the particles.

To ensure its consistency with the real case, the high
resolution

::::::::::::
high-resolution

:
Meso-NH simulation has been

compared to another LES simulation performed with the470

LES model of the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) for the same case and shows similar results (Darbieu
et al., 2012)

4.2 The particle system forcing

The aim of this work is to study the ability of a particle475

system forced by grid-point data to model the sub-grid pro-
cesses. To do so, we use two grid-point simulations : a coarse
one to force the particle system and a fine one to assess the
fields reconstructed by the particles.

The starting point of our downscaling experience is480

::::::
scheme

:::::::
requires having the large Meso-NH simulations on a

3D domain including Nc coarse cells. The time step of these
simulations is denoted ∆t. The particles evolve freely in the
Nc cells with a time step δt, shorter than ∆t. The downscal-
ing method used in this paper involves the following four485

steps :

1. initializing the particles in each cell using velocities
given by the coarse Meso-NH simulations,

2. performing particle evolution with the SLM model and
the time step δt,490

3. calculating the sub-grid wind and the sub-grid turbulent
parameters using the local average operator,

4. updating the values of ε, ∇xp and ∆W when the time
∆t is reached otherwise going back to step 2.

At the scale of the particles, the coarse grid-point data rep-495

resent an averaged forcing. We may notice
::::
Note

:
that the par-

ticle horizontal velocities are not directly forced with coarse
winds. The horizontal velocities are forced with the pressure
gradient and the dissipation rate. For the vertical velocities,
the forcing is slightly different : it uses the vertical velocity500
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Figure 4. The different time scales used in this work. The forcing
is applied at each coarse time step ∆t. Between two coarse time
steps, particles evolution is performed with a fine time step δt and
sub-grid processes are modeled.

coarse fields instead of the pressure fields. This choice has
been done

::::
made

:
because horizontal velocities are driven by

pressure gradients, whereas vertical velocities are driven by
the buoyancy. To improve the downscaling method, temper-
ature gradients computed from Meso-NH simulations could505

be taken into account. We may notice
::::
Note

:
that in this work,

the EDR used to force the particles is considered isotropic.
During 12 time steps, the values of the control parame-

ters remain constant. To compute the particle simulation, the
steps 2 and 3 are repeated in a continuous loop until the time510

∆t is reached. Then, the control parameter values are up-
dated before computing the next 12 time steps δt (figure 4).

In this procedure, the particle management is hidden. In
our simulations, the particle number is constant. In practice,
we have to ensure that all the particles are in the simulation515

domain. In our work, the particles follow the simulated air-
flow. So, at each time step some particles leave the domain.
The outside particles are replaced by new particles with con-
sistent positions and velocities as explained in section 3.3.

As the particles evolve freely in the domain, we also have520

to ensure a homogeneous repartition of the particles inside
the domain. To do so, for each cell of the fine grid we keep
the particle number between a minimal value and a maximal
value which are given at the beginning of the simulation. By
displacing particles, this method of particle management lim-525

its trajectory length and prevents rogue trajectories described
by Yee and Wilson (2007),Postma et al. (2012), and Wilson
(2013).

5 Turbulent kinetic energy

In this section we first review how TKE is computed in Meso-530

NHmodel. Then, we present the TKE computation using the
particle system.

5.1 The TKE in Meso-NH

To characterize turbulence, the TKE and the EDR are the two
parameters usually used. The TKE is the turbulent kinetic en-535

ergy associated to the small scale
::::
with

:::
the

:::::::::
small-scale

:
turbu-

lent structures, while the EDR quantifies the energy transfer
from the large scale

::::::::
large-scale

:
structures to the small scale

:::::::::
small-scale structures.

In this work, the two turbulent parameters play different540

roles. The EDR is used to force the particle system, whereas
the TKE is used to assess the particle representation. For
the EDR fields, we use directly the Meso-NH variable. It is
computed from the TKE using a closure hypothesis based on
the mixing length

:::::::::::
mixing-length

:::::::
closure

:::::::::
hypothesis. We give545

now details about how the TKE is computed.
The TKE modeled by Meso-NH is made of two terms : the

resolved TKE and the sub-grid TKE. The resolved TKE is a
diagnostic variable. It is calculated using the grid-point 3D
wind field (u,v,w) :

Kres =
1

2
((u−u)2 + (v− v)2 + (w−w)2)

where the bar holds for the
:::::::
indicates

::
a spatial average. Here,

as the domain of simulation is very small, we choose to com-
pute the average on all the 8x8x4 grid points.

The sub-grid TKE
:
, e

:
,
:
is a prognostic variable of Meso-

NH which is computed using a parametrization (Cuxart et al.,
2000). In Meso-NH, the total TKE for the cell α is given by
the sum of the sub-grid TKE and the resolved TKE :

Kα =Kres + eα

where eα is the sub-grid TKE for the cell α.550

In the Meso-NH simulations, the grid size is fine and the
resolved TKE is the major contribution to the total TKE, as
expected far from the surface layer.

5.2 The TKE modeled by the particle system

The particle system is used here to model the wind inside
the grid Meso-NH model. As detailed in section 3.5, using
the wind modeled by the particles,

:
the total TKE is directly

available. The TKE associated to the
::::
with particle i is com-

puted at each time step as follows :

Ki =
1

2
< (ui−< u >)2+(vi−< v >)2+(wi−<w >)2 >

where < . > represents the local average. For the cell α, the
TKE is thus given by :

Ki
α =

1

N

N∑
i=1

Ki

where N is the particle number in the cell α. Therefore, the555

TKE computation may be adapted to the grid size, and the
particle fields may be compared to coarse and fine fields.
Thus

:
, by construction, the TKE modeled by the particles

contains small scale
:::::::::
small-scale

:
contributions –sub-grid for

Meso-NH– and large scale
:::::::::
large-scale contribution –resolved560

by Meso-NH.
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6 Downscaling results

In the previous sections, the downscaling algorithm has been
described in details. The obtained results are now

::
In

:::
this

::::::
section,

:::
the

:::::::::::
downscaling

::::::
results

:::
are presented. To assess the565

behavior of the particle system, we compare the 3D wind
given by the particle and by Meso-NH. First

:
, results on the

coarse grid are shown. Then,
:
we present the comparison be-

tween the particle fields and the fine Meso-NH fields. Wind
power spectrum

::::::
spectral

:
densities are then presented. Finally,570

results for subgrid
::::::
sub-grid

:
TKE are presented. This

::::
These

results are presented separately because the subgrid
::::::
sub-grid

TKE is computed from the particle TKE and not directly
from the wind.

6.1 3D wind results575

To illustrate the results of the downscaling
experience

::::::
scheme, the wind results on the coarse grid

and on the fine grid are illustrated
:::::::
presented

:
for one cell and

for the 3 dimensions
:::::::::::
3-dimensions.

6.1.1 On the coarse
::::::
Coarse

:
grid580

To model the sub-grid fields, the particles are forced by
coarse grid-point fields of pressure gradient, EDR, and mean
vertical velocity increment.

To assess the downscaling method, the first thing to look at
is the agreement between the coarse wind and the average of585

the sub-grid wind modeled by the particle system. The aim is
to assess the particle behaviour at the forcing scale. This ver-
ification is important, especially for the horizontal velocity
which is not directly forced by the coarse horizontal velocity
fields. We remind

:::::
Recall that to compare the particle wind to590

the coarse wind fields, the particle values are averaged coarse
cell by coarse cell.

Figure 5 compares the three components of the wind mod-
eled by the particles and by Meso-NH on one cell of the
coarse grid. The averaged particle wind is consistent with595

the coarse wind, especially for the horizontal wind. The
root mean square errors associated to the first and the sec-
ond particle wind components are respectively 0.045m.s−1

and 0.062m.s−1. For the vertical wind, there is more dis-
crepancy between the particle wind and the Meso-NH wind,600

but they present the same variations. The associated error is
0.135m.s−1. Similar results have been obtained for the other
coarse cells (not shown). Thus, as expected, the 3D wind
modeled by the particles is in good agreement with the wind
modeled by the coarse Meso-NH model.605

6.1.2 On the fine
::::
Fine grid

We are now interested in the particle behaviors at the fine
scale. Here, the particle values are average fine cell by fine
cell to obtain wind fields at the fine Meso-NH resolution. The
particles are forced using only coarse Meso-NH fields. Thus,610
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the three wind components obtained
from the coarse Meso-NH simulation (black) and by the particle
model (red) for one cell of the coarse grid.

the particle fields could differ from the reference fine Meso-
NH fields.

In figure 6, the three wind components are represented
for one cell of the fine grid. First, we notice the more
turbulent profile of the 3D wind represented by the par-615

ticles than the fine Meso-NH wind profile. Indeed, the
Meso-NH wind appears smoother while the particle wind
presents more temporal fluctuations. The interpretation of
the power spectrum

::::::
spectral

:
densities presented section 6.1.3

will confirm
:::::::
confirms

:
that the energy associated to

:::
with

:
high620

frequencies is higher in the particle wind than in the refer-
ence Meso-Nh

::::::::
Meso-NH

:
wind.

The reference fields are represented with a 5 second

:::::::
5-second

:
time step. At this frequency, it appears that the

Meso-NH wind is smoother than wind usually observed in625

the boundary layer. By comparison, the fluctuating profile of
the particle wind seems consistent with wind observations
obtained by a 3D sonic anemometer mounted above

:::::
below

:
a

tethered balloon (see Canut et al. (2016) for instance).
To explain the smoothness of the Meso-NH wind, two630

comparisons have been done. First,
:
we have compared the

wind fields on
::::
from the studied area to fields on different

areas on
::::
from

:::::::
different

:::::
areas

::
at

:
the same vertical level. Sub-
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the three wind components obtained
from the fine Meso-NH simulation (black) and by the particle model
(red) for one cell of the fine grid.

siding or ascending areas have been chosen. It appears that
Meso-NH models

:::::::
produces

:
a smooth wind, in both ascend-635

ing and subsiding areas. Then
::::
Next, a simulation without nu-

merical diffusion has been
:::
was

:
performed, and the winds

modeled
:::::::
modeled

:::::
winds

:
with and without diffusion have

been compared. This comparison shows that the smoothness
is not due to the numerical diffusion used in the simulations.640

Coming back to figure 6, we can see that the particle wind
seems to follow the fluctuations of the Meso-NH wind. This
remark leads us to look at the low frequency component of
the particle wind. In section 6.1.3, the difference between the
particle wind and its low frequency component is also inves-645

tigated.
To check that the particle wind follows mainly the Meso-

NH wind fluctuations, we apply a low pass filter on the parti-
cle wind. The aim is to suppress the fast fluctuations and then
to assess the low frequency

::::::::::::
low-frequency component of the650

particle wind. A second order low pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 2.10−2s−1 has been used.

The results are presented in figure 7. Thanks to the low
pass filter we are able to compare easily

:::::
easily

:::::::
compare

:
the

particle wind time series to the Meso-NH wind time series.655

The low frequency
:::::::::::
low-frequency

:
component of the particle

wind presents the same variations than the reference Meso-
NH wind. However,

:
one can notice that the results are bet-

ter for the horizontal wind components than for the verti-
calone. To improve this point, one way could be to .

::::
One660

:::
way

:::
to

:::::::
improve

:::
the

:::::::
vertical

:::::::
velocity

::::::::::
agreement

::
is supple-

ment the SLM with an equation for the temperature to model
buoyancy effect

:
a

:::::
model

::::
that

:::::::
includes

::::::::
buoyancy

::::::
effects. Ac-

cording to these results, the filtered particle wind seems con-
sistent with the fine Meso-NH wind.665

The particle wind fields do contain the same low frequency
information than the fine Meso-NH wind fields. Thus,

:
the

suggested downscaling method and the model coupling have
worked. Comparing to the Meso-NH wind, the particle wind
has a faster fluctuating component. The question is now to670

determine if the fast fluctuations are due to smaller turbu-
lent structures than those modeled by Meso-NH or if they
are only a noise added to the low frequency signal.

To propose a beginning of an answer, we present the study
of the power spectrum

::::::
spectral densities (PSDs) of the wind675

and its low and high frequency
::::::::::::
high-frequency

:
components

in section 6.1.3.

6.1.3 Validation using PSD and wind anomalies

To further the comparison between the Meso-NH wind and
the particle wind, we have computed the wind PSDs. First,680

spectra of time series have been studied. Then, the PSD
of the wind anomalies – differences between the particle
wind and its low frequency component– are shown. Finally,
we discuss briefly the effective resolution of the Meso-NH
model by comparison with the LES model of the NCAR.685

To assess the temporal variability of the particle wind, time
PSDs are computed. For each vertical level, the PSDs are
computed using groups of 4x4 fine grid cells. Each of these
groups contains fine cells which are forced by a same coarse690

cell. A Fourier transform has been applied on
:
to

:
time series

of each fine cell. Then,
:

the Fourier coefficients of the 4x4
cells are averaged. This operation gives 4 PSDs per vertical
level. The aim is to check the consistency of the different
winds with the K41 theory (Kolmogorov, 1941).695

Figure 8 presents the PSDs of the three components of the
fine Meso-NH wind and of the particle wind. It appears that
none of the particle wind

::::::::::
particle-wind

:
or the fine Meso-NH

wind follows perfectly the energy cascade given by the Kolo-
mogorov’s theory and represented by the -5/3 slope. But

:
, we700

may notice that the particle wind spectra present a regular
slope. The regularity of the slope is a good point to assess the
particle wind and its fast fluctuations. It

::::
PSD

:::::
slope shows that

the energy cascades are the same whatever the considered
scales. However

::::::::
frequency.

:::::::::
Therefore,

:::
the

:::::::::
regularity

::
of

:::
the705

::::
PSD

:::::
slope

::
is

:
a
:::::
good

::::
way

::
to

::::::
assess

:::
the

::::::
quality

:::
of

:::
the

::::
wind

:::::::
retrieved

:::
by

::
the

::::::::
particles.

::::::::
However,

:
the slope is sightly more
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Figure 7. Components of the fine Meso-NH wind in black and com-
ponents of the particle wind in red, for one cell on the second level
of the fine grid.

gentle than the energy cascade. There may be too much en-
ergy associated to

::::
with

:
the turbulence modeled by the par-

ticles at high frequencies. As presented in section 3, the710

SLM has been designed to follow Kolmogorov theory, but
the spectra in figure 8 have been obtained by applying the
model in a new framework. Our work is a first attempt to use
control parameters given by an Eulerian grid point simula-
tion. In this framework, the model behaviour has not been715

completely assessed yet. Longer simulations are needed to
continue working on it.

Contrary to the particle wind, the Meso-NH wind spectra
have a shape of spoon

:::::
"spoon

::::::
shape"

:
: they follow the -5/3

slope at low frequencies, then the spectrum slopes become720

steeper and finally the slopes are almost horizontal at high
frequencies. Thus, the PSDs show that Meso-NH correctly
represents the low frequency

::::::::::::
low-frequency components of

the wind but the modeling worsens gradually following the
frequency increase. At high frequency, the Meso-NH wind725

PDSs look like low energetic white noises. From the spectral
analysis, we may deduced an effective temporal resolution of
Meso-NH

:
is

:
about 50 seconds or 10.δt. It leads that

:::::
Hence
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Figure 8. Power spectrum
:::::
spectral

:
densities of the components of

the fine Meso-NH wind in black and of the components of the parti-
cle wind in red, calculated on a 4x4 grid cells domain, for the second
level of the fine grid. In green we have the -5/3 slope according to
the K41 theory.

Meso-NH does not model the high frequency
::::::::::::
high-frequency

components of the wind . Therefore
::::::::
correctly.

:::::::::
Therefore, it730

may explain the difference between the particle wind and the
Meso-NH wind we have seen in the previous section.

The spectral analysis of the time series has clarified the
validity domain –in terms of temporal resolution– of the two
simulations. It also shows the limit of the grid-point model735

for high frequency wind fluctuation modeling.

The spatial resolution of the particle simulations is trick-
ier to estimate. A first estimation may be given by the La-
grangian lengths associated to

:::
with

:
the wind components.740

The lengths can be evaluated using the power spectrum

::::::
spectral

:
densities and the mean velocities. Looking at the

spectrum of the first component of the wind, we can see that
the spectrum is flat for frequencies higher than 5.10−2s−1

(figure 8). In average
:::
On

:::::::
average,

:
over the domain, the first745

component of the particle wind is about 1.3m/s. Thus
::::::
m.s−1.

:::::
Thus, a Lagrangian length associated to the particles for the
first wind component is about 26m. Using the same cut-off
frequency, we obtain Lagrangian lengths about 6m and 4m
for the second and the third wind component respectively.750

The differences
::::::::
difference between the lengths computed for

the three components clearly show the difficulty to use
:::::
shows

::
the

::::::::
difficulty

::
in

:::::
using

:
this method to evaluate the spatial res-

olution of the particle simulations.
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To have
:::
get

:
an idea of the Meso-NH

::
’s effective spatial755

resolution, we have compared the Meso-NH simulations to
other simulations performed for the BLLAST experiment.
Spatial PSDs are computed for a given time step on the whole
domain –256x256x256 cells– using rows or columns of the
fine grid. As for the time PSD, spatial PSD are performed760

using averages of Fourier coefficients. The PSDs along the
x-axis are based on the averages of the Fourier transforms of
the rows. Respectively, for the PSDs along the y-axis we use
the averages of the Fourier transforms of the columns.

In this paragraph, the particle wind PSDs are not available.765

Indeed, the downscaling experience has been performed on

::::::
scheme

:::
has

:::::
been

::::::
applied

::
to

:
a restricted domain which is far

too small to compute the spatial PSDs.
Thus

:
, to have a comparative element, simulations of the

NCAR LES are used (Moeng, 1984). These simulations have770

been
::::
were

:
performed by Darbieu et al. (2015). The spatial

PSDs are computed for the two models using the data of the

:::
data

:::::
from 06/20/2011 at 14h00 for the vertical level around

360 meters. Figure 9 shows the PSDs obtained for the three
components of the wind following the two horizontal di-775

rections. The Meso-NH spectra and the NCAR LES spec-
tra follow perfectly the

:::::::
perfectly

::::::
follow

:::
the

:::::::
expected

:
energy

cascade at low and medium frequencies.
At high frequencies, their shapes differ. From its formu-

lation, the NCAR LES model spectra show a clear cutting780

:::::
cut-off

:
frequency. This frequency is around 8.10−3m−1.

The Meso-NH spectra show instead gradual decreases, but
the spatial resolution seems almost equivalent to the NCAR
LES model. According to the NCAR LES cutting

:::::
cut-off

frequency, the effective spatial frequency of the Meso-NH785

model is about 125m. Thus,
:
it leads to an effective resolution

of 3.∆x, which is in good agreement with previous studies
(Ricard et al., 2013).

We may also notice the asymmetry of the spectra. It
shows that the structures in the boundary layer are organized790

following preferential directions.

The study of the spatial spectra has shown that Meso-NH
is able to model the spatial variability of the wind with a
3.∆x resolution. However,

:
Meso-NH is not able to model795

the local wind fluctuations under its effective resolution.
Once again, it explains why the Meso-NH wind simulation
is smoother than the particle simulation.

To end the validation of the particle wind, we have stud-
ied the wind anomaly PSDs. The wind anomalies are de-800

fined here as the difference between the wind and its low
frequency component. The study shows that the time PSDs
of the anomalies follow the energy cascade. So, the anoma-
lies are not a white noise. Thus

:
, the particles do not add a

simple noise to the coarse wind. The added information is805

in good agreement with the Kolmogorov K41 theory. It il-
lustrates the effective working

::::::::::
effectiveness of the suggested

downscaling method.
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Figure 9. "Row-average" (left) and "Column-average" (right) spa-
tial PSD on the 256x256 cells grid of the components of the wind
for Meso-NH in black and the LES model of the NCAR in blue. In

:
A
:
green we have

::
line

:::::::
indicates

:
the -5/3 slope according to the K41

theory.

6.2 Turbulent kinetic energy results

In this section, the TKE simulated using the particle system810

is presented. As explained in section 4.2, the TKE is not di-
rectly forced by the coarse Meso-NH model. The particle
TKE is computed at each fine time step δt, as it has been
described in section 5. Then

:
, the particle TKE is compared

to the fine Meso-NH TKE.815

The results are presented in figure 10. In this figure, we
focus on the same cell than the one

:
as

:
shown in the previous

sections. First, we may notice
::::
Note that the particle TKE is

twice higher than
::::::
double the Meso-NH TKE. The particle

system models also
::::::::
technique

:::
also

:::::::
models an important time820

variability for
::
of

:
the TKE, whereas the Meso-NH TKE is

rather smooth. The particle system models more small scale

:::::::::
small-scale

:
turbulence than Meso-NH. Thus,

:
the results for

the TKE modeling are in good agreement with our previous
remarks on the wind results and the Meso-NH effective time825

resolution.
In Lothon et al. (2014) and Canut et al. (2016), a study

of the
::::::
studies

::
of TKE evolution during the BLLAST experi-

ment is
:::
are presented. The authors give several observations

time series of TKE. During the afternoon , TKE values are830

around 1m2.s2
::::
Their

::::::
studies

::
of

:::::
TKE

::::
times

:::::
series

:::::::
indicate

:::
that
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Figure 10. Fine Meso-NH TKE in black and particle TKE in red,
for one cell of the fine grid. The gray zone represents the standard
deviation of the particle TKE, for the particles in the cell.

::::::::
afternoon

::::
TKE

::
is

::::::
around

::::::::
1m2.s−2, before decreasing at the

end of day.
To force the particle system, we have used data from 360m

and 400m high, from 13h55 UTC to 14h10 UTC. There is835

no TKE observation at this precise height during this period,
but sonic anemometer and tethered balloon observations are
available at several heights from 30m to 550m depending on
the time. The TKE observations obtained using these instru-
ments for the 06/20/2011 are given in (Canut et al., 2016).840

Comparing the particle TKE to the TKE observations, we
may see

:::
note

:
that the particle TKE has the same order of

magnitude than
::
as

:
the TKE observed during the afternoon,

from 0.6 m2.s−2 to 1.7 m2.s−2. A look at the Meso-NH
TKE shows that the Meso-NH model seems to underestimate845

the TKE. This underestimation has already been described in
previous works (Darbieu et al., 2015).

The comparison of the particle TKE with the observations
shows encouraging results. These results are a first step to
demonstrate the ability of the particle system to model very850

small scale
:::::::::
small-scale

:
turbulence. However, to end the vali-

dation, the suggested downscaling method will be applied to
a larger domain and to other field experiment cases.

7 Sensitivity to the forcing grid

In the previous section, all the presented results have been855

obtained using the same forcing scale. Here, we suggest to
briefly look at the influence of the forcing scale on the fields
modeled with the particle system. As a first approach to qual-
ify this influence, the particle system has been forced by two
different scales.860

The previously used grid was 160mx160mx24m large.
The new grid used to evaluate the forcing scale influence is
80mx80mx24m large. This new grid is obtained by averag-

ing the fine grid on 2x2x2 cells. The temporal resolution of
the forcing is the same for the two experiences (∆t=1min).865

First,
:
the particle winds are compared to the fine Meso-

NH wind. The root mean square error (RMSE) between each
particle wind and the Meso-NH wind are presented in table
1. The RMSEs of the low frequency components are also
presented. To compute these RMSEs, we have only used the870

first 5 minutes of our downscaling simulations.

Table 1. Wind RMSE depending on the forcing scale.

160m 80m
RMSE – signal total

::::
total

::::
signal 0.520 0.462

RMSE – signal basse fréq.
:::::::::::
low-frequency

:::::
signal 0.523 0.429

As we can expect
:::::::
expected, the particle wind obtained with

the finest forcing grid is the closest to the Meso-NH wind.
However, the difference between the two forcing methods are
rather small. Using the finest grid reduces the RMSE of 12%875

for the total wind, and of 20% for the low frequency compo-
nent.

The influence of the forcing scale on the TKE is illustrated
in figure 11. The differences between the two forcing meth-
ods are mostly visible for the first minute of the simulation,880

which correspond to the first large time step. The TKE ob-
tained with the finest forcing is closest to the forcing model
TKE. This particle TKE is also less fluctuating than the TKE
obtained with the largest scale forcing, but they reach the
same order of magnitude.885

According to these results, the two particle simulations are
consistent. Reducing the forcing scale reduces the difference
between the particle fields and the model fields. However, for
the two forcing scales, the particle fields are more turbulent
than the Meso-NH fields.890

To complete the work on the sensitivity to the forcing
scale, a forcing grid of 40mx40mx12m has also been used.
The fields modeled with this forcing grid represent sub-grid
fields for the fine Meso-NH simulation. As expected, the par-
ticle fields are more turbulent than the fine Meso-NH fields,895

but they are similar to the previous sub-grid simulations (not
shown).

8 Discussion

This article presents a first work on a new way to model
sub-grid processes using particle systems. One of the major900

improvement
:::::::::::
improvements

:
is the use of a simple turbulence

model instead of complex model such as LES or DNS. How-
ever, to fully validate the method, one of the first steps should
be to use a DNS or to apply the downscaling method to a toy
model to know exactly the

::::
with

::::::
known

:
sub-grid fields. Un-905

fortunately, such a validation could not have
::
has

::::
not

:
been

done yet.
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Figure 11. 5 minutes time series of TKE depending on the forcing
scale : the TKE obtained with 160mx160mx24m is drawn in red,
and the TKE obtained with 80mx80mx24m is drawn in blue. The
fine Meso-NH TKE is drawn in black.

This experience has been realized
::
For

::::
the

:::::
work

::::::::
presented

::::
here,

::::
tests

::::
have

::::
been

:::::::::
conducted on a small domain, with a re-

duced number of particles in each cell. These two constraints910

were related to the long computational time
:::::::::::
computational

::::
time

:::::::::
restrictions. Extending the domain and the duration of

the simulation should be one of the next steps. It would im-
prove the PSD quality, and limit the influence of the edges.
Then, a supplementary work on the spatial resolution of the915

particle simulations might
:::::
should

:
be done and the result

robustness may ,
::::

and
:::
the

:::::::::
robustness

::
of

:::
the

::::::
results

::::::
should be

tested. To give a very first answer to the robustness issue,
we remind

:::::
recall

:
that we have compared the studied fields

to fields on different areas on
::::
from

::::::::
different

:::::
areas

::
at

:
the920

same vertical level. The comparison has shown that Meso-
NH fields are similar in the different areas. Thus, the down-
scaling method should provide similar results when being ap-
plied in these areas.

Related to the question of the spatial resolution of particle925

simulations, there is also the fundamental question of the
scale of the turbulence represented in the particle fields. So
far, only a first estimation of the scale has been given, and a
specific work has still

:::
still

:::::
needs

:
to be done to figure out the

scales represented by the particle model.930

In this work, the coarse fields were computed by av-
eraging the fine Meso-NH fields. In a more advanced
experience

::::::
exercise, the coarse fields would be real Meso-

NH fields computed with a coarse grid. To further this study,935

we could also add to the SLM an equation to model the
temperature evolution. Therefore,

:
the sub-grid buoyancy ef-

fect could be modeled and compared to a high resolution

::::::::::::
high-resolution

:
Meso-NH simulation.

Concerning the SLM, another point has to be discussed.940

The Wiener processes used for the dispersion terms involve a

locally Gaussian
:::::::::::::
locally-Gaussian

:
assumption of the pdf de-

scribed by the particles. In our work, the Gaussian assump-
tion is not valid at the grid cell

:::::::
grid-cell

:
scale. Indeed, at a

given time in a given cell, particles with different character-945

istics are mixed. This is partially due to the free evolution of
the particles in the domain. Thus

:
,
:
the velocity pdf described

by the particles in one fine cell is obtained by mixing Gaus-
sian pdf but it is not necessarily Gaussian.

We would like to underline an important point about the950

EDR fields used to force the particle system. Here, the chosen
EDR is the Meso-NH variable. The advantage of this choice
is that the EDR is directly available. However, as it is a diag-
nostic variable of the Meso-NH model, it is computed using
a closure scheme. The closure scheme may induce errors on955

::
in the EDR modeling due to the underlying assumptions. To
control the assumptions which are made, we could compute
the EDR from the grid point wind field, and compare it to
the EDR calculated using different closure schemes. As the
EDR controls the particle dispersion, an improvement in the960

EDR modeling will directly lead to an improvement in the
sub-grid turbulence modeling.

Therefore, among the future works, there is the application
of the downscaling method

:::::::::
Therefore,

::
in

::::::
future

:::::
work,

:::
the

::::::::::
downscaling

:::::::
method

::::::
should

::
be

:::::::
applied

:
to a larger domain,965

and the comparison of the sub-grid fields
::::::
should

::
be

::::::::
compared

to observations. Then, there is the study of the
::
In

:::::::
addition,

::
an

::::::::
in-depth

::::::::::
comparison

:::
of

:
TKE parametrization used in

Meso-NH by comparison with the TKE modeled by the
particles

:::
and

::::
TKE

::::::::
modeled

::::
with

:::
the

:::::::
particle

::::::
method

::::::
should970

::
be

:::::::::
conducted. Despite the computational time, in

::::
from a

long-term perspective we may also think to experiences
where

:::::
future

::::::::
exercises

::::::
should

::::::
include

::::::::
replacing

:
the sub-grid

parametrization used in Meso-NH will be replaced by sub-
grid particle modeling. Indeed, for research purposes, the975

downscaling method may be an alternative solution to com-
mon turbulence closures which often assume isotropic and
homogeneous turbulence.

9 Conclusions

We present here a new downscaling method based on the980

coupling of a grid-point model and a particle model. The
downscaling method has been applied to a simulation per-
formed for the BLLAST experiment.

The particle system has been forced by a coarse model.
Then

:
,
:
the particle fields have been assessed against a985

high resolution
::::::::::::
high-resolution

::
simulation. The particle

wind seems
:::::
winds

:::::
seem

:
in good agreement with the high

resolution wind
::::::::::::
high-resolution

:::::
winds, but higher resolution

simulations should be performed. The same conclusions are
given for the TKE simulations.990

Even if the domain size is a limitation of the present study,
the presented results are very encouraging. They prove the
relevance of the suggested forcing method. Forcing a

:
parti-
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cle system is a quite simple process, and the sub-grid fields
seem consistent with observations. Therefore, the first step to995

couple the SLM model and the Meso-NH model is achieved.
In a longer term, this work may be used to compare and

to test the different turbulent schemes, parameterizations, or
closure hypothesis available in the research models and in the
operational weather forecast models.1000
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